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Tell me, what else should I have done?  

Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon?  

Tell me, what is it you plan to do  

with your one wild and precious life? 

 

-Mary Oliver, “The Summer Day” 

 

 

In the winter of my fortieth year, my husband and I had an irreconcilable argument 

with our dearest friends. The rupture catapulted me into a lonely, dark season and 

caused me to question and renegotiate many aspects of my life. When spring 

finally came, I longed to reach for something new. After months of grief and self-

doubt, I needed a generative, creative goal that would bring me joy.  

The solace and beauty of music held the most appeal. I’d played the piano 

for years and had always dreamed of becoming a cellist. It was time to fulfill that 

dream. 

A few years before, at a party, I’d met a cello teacher named Gwendolyn 

who specialized in the Suzuki method. She was a generation older than me, but we 

had several mutual friends. I’d mentioned my desire to learn cello. Gwendolyn had 

given me her card and encouraged me to call.  

 Two years had passed since then. Fingers pulsing with adrenaline, I rifled 

through the drawer in my bedside table. I found the elegant business card between 

a sales receipt for my daughter’s new snowsuit and a ten-year alarm clock 

warranty. Before I could talk myself out of it, I punched the number into my 

phone, my breath catching in my throat when Gwendolyn’s warm voice came on 

the line.  

She remembered me and gave me the address to her studio. She had a cello I 

could borrow. Could I come next week?  

As I circled the date on my calendar, the weight of grief that had pressed on 

my chest for the last few months lifted, if only for a moment. I had something to 

look forward to; something completely new.  

# 
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The hour-long drive to Gwendolyn’s studio, over rutted corduroy roads and 

country hills, was gorgeous. The April sun was melting the snow; I glimpsed green 

and gold in the fields.  

Gwendolyn—grey-haired, with a pixie cut and a gap-toothed smile—met me 

in the driveway and showed me where to park my car so I wouldn’t block tractor 

traffic on her sister’s farm. She explained that after her husband died, she’d moved 

from Montreal and now lived in the loft apartment above the barn. She was slowly 

rebuilding her life in the Eastern Townships.  

“I’m also redefining myself,” I said. Gwendolyn’s face showed curiosity, but 

she didn’t press me for details. I was a beginner cellist in middle age, at a time 

when most people reached for recognition and accolades. In the academic world I 

was part of, expertise was highly valued. Many of my colleagues in the English 

department at the local college where I’d been teaching for the past ten years had 

sacrificed marriage and children for degrees and prestige. But I was choosing to 

place my foot on the bottom rung of the ladder, as a beginner.   

We walked single file on the snowy path toward the cedar shingled studio. 

Gwendolyn opened the door onto an inviting space lined with bookshelves and 

heated with a woodstove.   

We sat across from each other. Gwendolyn handed me a cello and showed 

me how to hold it against my body, letting it rest against my breastbone and 

between my knees. She demonstrated with her own gorgeous instrument, made of 

maple and spruce. I liked the leaning weight of the cello, how I had to embrace it 

with both arms to play.  

 Next came the bow and the all-important bow hold. I fumbled. My wrist 

was stiff, my shoulders locked, my fingers unyielding. When Gwendolyn pulled 

her bow across the A string—the first of the cello’s four strings—it released a pure, 

rich sound. I tried to do the same, but all I produced was a screech. I set the bow 

down on my lap, losing the proper hold, instantly forgetting how to pick it up 

again. I fumbled until Gwendolyn reminded me how to place my fingers. A blush 

of embarrassment spread over my face. It would take years before I could play the 

Baroque music I loved. 

 Gwendolyn assigned as homework the first piece in Suzuki Book One: 

“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”, clearly designed to appeal to small children and 

repulse adults. As if anticipating my protest, she launched into the benefits of the 

piece. The beauty of the lullaby, she claimed, was that everyone knew the melody 

already, could sing along and hear it in their heads, making it easier to play the 

right notes.  

She played the first few bars for me and asked me to do the same. The notes 

were simple and easily memorized, but I struggled to play in tune. Since the cello  
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fingerboard doesn’t have frets, like a guitar, it’s easy to play the wrong note. 

Cellists, like violinists, have to place their fingers in a precise and perfect manner, 

and memorize the numerous finger positions along the cello’s neck.  

As a visual learner, this was more than I’d bargained for. I was used to the 

piano with its clearly defined ivory and ebony keys, and the alto recorder with its 

finger holes. With the cello, I had to rely on my ears to discern if a note was sharp 

or flat and adjust accordingly.  

Gwendolyn showed me exercises to release my shoulders and loosen my 

wrists. At last, something I could do. But would they really help me make melody 

on this devastatingly complicated instrument? How long would it take me to 

produce a well-rounded sound with the right volume and pitch, as well as a 

beautiful tone? By the end of the hour, whatever hope I’d had on the morning drive 

had drifted out of me like smoke up the studio chimney.  

As we walked back to my car together, I wanted to tell Gwen I’d changed 

my mind. But I loved the feel of the instrument in its case at the end of my arm.  I 

loved the idea of taking it home with me. Gwen showed me how to put it onto the 

back seat, with the bridge facing upwards (I’d initially put it in upside down). The 

soft cello case she’d lent me had a Montreal Symphony Orchestra tag. Years 

before, it had belonged to one of her friends, a professional cellist. The cello she’d 

lent me had been her husband’s. Music had been integral to their marriage. He’d 

made his living as a dancing teacher; they’d taken lessons from each other for 

years. Both cello and case were treasures Gwendolyn was entrusting to me.   

But would I ever become a cellist? Or would I be like the woman who’d 

owned the Suzuki Book One before me, who’d purchased an instrument, bow, 

case, antique stand and initialized wooden cello chair only to decide, a few weeks 

into lessons, that she’d made a costly mistake. Once she’d realized that the cello 

was a bass clef instrument and among the most challenging to learn, she’d 

promptly put everything up for sale.  

On the way home, I reminded myself why I’d chosen to learn cello and not a 

different, more accessible instrument. Part of my attraction to it was as an 

ensemble instrument. I’d learned piano for four years in high school and had then 

taken private lessons for a few years as an adult, before having children. I played 

often at home but wasn’t proficient enough to accompany a singer or play in a 

musical group, where the piano is often the lead instrument. I was a good sight-

reader and had taught myself to play chord progressions written for guitar. I could 

play melodies with the right hand while improvising with the left, but I was still 

largely dependent on sheet music and not able to play by ear, like so many of my 

musician friends.   
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In addition to that, I had no desire to be a soloist. I dreaded performing in 

front of others and could mess up even the most well-known piece that I’d  

practiced for hours. What I wanted was to play with other musicians, to get swept 

into the upward surge of a piece, the build and swell of it. I was attracted to the 

cello as a basso continuo, an accompaniment to the melody on the lead instrument, 

where I could contribute to the fullness of the musical sound without being 

responsible for carrying it forward. While playing the cello in an ensemble, I could 

back out if I wanted, and then step back in. Nothing would depend on me.  

That first cello spring and summer, I reminded myself of that desire as I 

hammered out the beginner pieces in Suzuki Book One. My favourite part of each 

hour-long lesson was when Gwendolyn would accompany me. She could make the 

most elementary piece—a lullaby or folk song—sound like a Bach cello suite. It 

was enough to keep me going.  

I was embarrassed to practice at home, but my daughters encouraged me, 

calling the cello my “heavenly instrument” because of how the plucked strings 

sounded like a harp. I listened to the recording of all the Book One pieces—

intrinsic to the Suzuki method—so that I already knew the melody when I sat 

down to learn a new piece. It was humbling, but it was also glorious. By the end of 

the summer, I was able to play on all four strings in first position. I had a meagre 

repertoire, but I could make music. I was a cellist!  

# 

 

I practiced in the garden, setting up my chair and music stand in the shade. If I 

thought too much about who might hear me and what they might think, my ego 

would get in the way of the music, and all would be lost.  

Zen Buddhism teaches the importance of beginner’s mind: an attitude of 

openness and eagerness, a lack of preconceptions when studying a subject, even at 

an advanced level. This strikes me as foundational to the creative and spiritual life, 

akin to Jesus’s teaching to his followers, that “unless you become like little 

children, you cannot enter the kingdom of Heaven” (Matthew 18:3). Gwendolyn 

talked about teaching the Suzuki Book One principles to advanced cellists, 

returning with them to the basics of pure sound. She had me play long notes, using 

my full bow. There was something beautiful about it. While I played the long 

notes, I could put my expectations of myself as a musician aside and simply enjoy 

the moment. 

The rest of the time, I had to embrace the gap between the music I heard in 

my head and what I was able to produce on my instrument. Gwendolyn 

encouraged me to learn my pieces by heart. It’s foundational to the Suzuki Method  
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for cellists and violinists to keep the repertoire from Books One and Two under 

their fingertips by playing them regularly, from memory. The most basic pieces,  

once they’ve become internalized, can be mined for greater musicality, better tone, 

and more nuanced interpretation.  

I tried to memorize, but I felt blocked. As with piano, I was dependent on 

my sheet music. No matter how much I practiced, I couldn’t seem to move beyond 

the written page. If I closed my eyes, the notes jumbled up.   

My progress was slow. I struggled to make time to practice in between 

teaching, writing, and caring for my family. My performances at Gwendolyn’s 

annual student recitals were abysmal. I struggled not to compare myself to the little 

kids who’d started at the same time as me, or years later, and were now playing 

pieces I’d had to skip over because of tricky fingering or black holes—musical 

Bermuda Triangles—that I kept falling into. Listening to Gwendolyn’s young 

students, with their impressive vibrato and confident performances, I was tempted 

to give up.  

But something inside me refused to let go. I hadn’t set out to learn the cello 

in order to become a virtuoso or a recording artist. My goal had never been to 

impress myself or others. My desire was to make music for the love of it, for sheer 

pleasure. I needed to let that be enough.  

# 

 

Eleven years later, I’m still taking lessons from Gwendolyn. My progress is slow. I 

often leave my hour-long lesson feeling exhausted from the level of concentration 

required. But my gorgeous repertoire has grown to include many pieces from my 

beloved Baroque, including complete concertos and sonatas by Bach, Couperin, 

and Handel.  

A few times over the years, I’ve had to put my cello down for a season 

because of recurring shoulder pain, exacerbated by the unavoidable repetitive 

movement of my bowing arm. But once my shoulder has healed, I pick up my 

instrument and begin again. Nunc coepi, I tell myself, recalling the Latin phrase I 

learned from the biography of the Venerable Bruno Lanteri. Now I begin again.  

Even at forty, it’s possible to pick up a new instrument or learn a new 

language or perhaps even a new profession. Five years after starting to play the 

cello, I retired from my teaching profession, undertook an MFA in creative writing 

and began a second career as a writer. Leaning into my dream of becoming a cellist 

gave me vision to reach for other dreams.  

# 
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For my fiftieth birthday, my husband gifted me with a new cello, worth five times 

more than the plywood Suzuki cello I’d purchased from Gwendolyn. I hesitated to 

receive such an extravagant gift. Did my faltering proficiency merit such an 

instrument upgrade? I wasn’t sure, but Brian insisted.  

It wasn’t the first time he’d gifted me with an exquisite instrument. For our 

first wedding anniversary he’d bought me an antique oak piano—something I’d 

dreamed of since I’d been little. When the movers declared that the stairs leading 

up to our second story farmhouse apartment were too old and rickety to handle the 

piano’s weight, Brian had it craned through the solarium window. I adored having 

my own instrument and being able to play whenever I wanted, rather than in other 

people’s homes or in the campus chapel or the music department’s practice rooms. 

My piano proficiency greatly improved. Twenty-five years later, Brian wanted me 

to experience the joy of playing on a superior cello.  

And then a wonderful thing happened. Gwendolyn proposed that I learn the 

theme of Brahms’ Symphony No. 1 by heart. It was one of my favourites and had 

been the processional at her wedding. We often played it together at the end of my 

lessons.  

In spite of my past blockage, I accepted the challenge. My new cello, with 

its silky, mellow sound, invited experimentation and playfulness. I’d taken to 

playing it in our small cottage by the lake that doubled as my writing studio in the 

summer months when all our kids were home, and the house was noisy and full. 

Alone in the cottage, I could play the same bars over and over without fear of 

driving anyone crazy. It was both freeing and exhilarating. I began to play with my 

eyes closed, trusting my fingers to find their place.  

“Your ears opened up!” Gwendolyn exclaimed at my next lesson when I 

played the opening bars of the Brahms. My tone quality was better when I played 

with my eyes closed.  My fingers knew where to go. It felt like a huge 

breakthrough. Instead of standing outside the piece, looking in, I was beckoned 

inside. Learning the Brahms by heart was like entering a familiar room, feeling the 

warmth of the hearth, nestling into a comfortable chair, and taking in every detail 

and colour in the wallpaper, braided rug, and cushions.  With my eyes closed, I 

could better see the relationships between the notes. I could discern the themes and 

subthemes and tease them out in a way that I couldn’t when my gaze was fixed on 

the written script, with its myriad annotations.  

I wish it hadn’t taken me so long to cross this threshold. But who can decide 

when breakthrough comes? Creative process takes time and devotion. When I’m 

writing a short story, poem, or essay, I’m willing to work through however many 

drafts and iterations it requires before I consider it to be finished. With a book-

length work, I typically put the manuscript aside for a few months or even a year,  
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to let it “smoke on the shelf”. When I come back to it later, with fresh vision and 

less emotional attachment, I’m ready to take it to the next level. I’d love to apply 

this patience and faith to my music, going back to those black holes without shame 

or frustration, but with hope and trust that I’ll eventually find my way through 

them.  

Cello shares the same rigorous intellectual challenge as writing, but with an 

added physical component. The thumb needs to be soft, the chest open, the 

shoulder, arm, and wrist loose and relaxed. For a player in mid-life, this level of 

physical suppleness is not easy to achieve or maintain. There are days or 

circumstances when the body simply cannot comply, no matter the amount of 

patience, perseverance and practice I’m willing to invest. If my shoulder and neck 

are tense, I have to set my bow aside for the time it takes the muscles to relax. 

Sometimes it’s a question of hours, but it could be days, or weeks or even months.  

Cello is considered to be one of the top ten hardest instruments to learn, 

alongside such musical monoliths as the harp and bagpipes. It does not give instant 

gratification, like percussion. Instead, it requires practice and dedicated time, 

concentration, and precision. But it’s the instrument I’ve chosen. And perhaps, in 

some way, it has chosen me. And so, I come to my instrument again and again, 

with patience and devotion, and a willingness to begin anew each time. For the joy 

of it.  

 

 

           Playing Cello Outside 

 

April breeze blows off the lake, 

reminds me to loosen my shoulder.  

Release.  

 

The cello’s neck 

curves 

into mine.  

I press my breastbone against its back, 

push my weight into it— 

 

lean into the vibration  

from wood, strings, lake, grass, 

fingers. 
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Editor’s Note 

Readers can find Tanya Bellehumeur-Allatt’s essay “Surprise” in the “Special 

Features” section of Volume 1, Issue 1 of Syncopation Literary Journal. 
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